Event Type: Type 6 Engine Wheel Stud
Malfunction and Torque Requirements
Date: September 26, 2017
Location: State Highway 78
Near Princeton, Oregon

. . . a wheel from the driver-side rear duals passed them
and came to rest in an agricultural field. The second
wheel came off and crossed the northbound lane
in to a sage flat.

NARRATIVE
Vale District BLM Engine 3651 was traveling south on State Highway
78 near Princeton, Oregon. They were returning back to station at
Burns Junction from a two-week fire assignment.
As the Operator felt a change in driving characteristics in the engine
handling, a wheel from the driver-side rear duals passed them and
came to rest in an agricultural field. The second wheel came off and
crossed the northbound lane into a sage flat. (This wheel remains
unrecovered.)
The Operator did not immediately apply brakes—but calmly
maintained the engine in the highway lane—and was able to safely
maneuver the vehicle to the right side of the highway into a driveway,
out of traffic.

The indentation/mark left on highway by the rotor.

No one was injured. The engine was towed to a service center and
repaired within two days.
Recently Assigned Spare Engine
Sent on Two-Week
Off-District Fire Assignment
Engine 3651 is a spare engine and not the Operator’s regular engine.
The Operator was assigned the spare engine only two days prior to a
two-week fire assignment near Eugene, Oregon.
During this assignment, the Operator reported many days of driving
on rough, pot-hole filled roads.

Condition of the hub and rotor when the engine
came to rest.
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Engine’s Maintenance History
While reviewing the maintenance history of this
engine and checking with the local tire center
records, it was found that on June 14, 2017 the
local tire center had replaced both tires on the
driver side rear duals and the vehicle’s spare tire.
At the time of this event, the engine had slightly
more than 2,000 miles of use on these tires.
The Fire Equipment Maintenance and Procedure
Record (FEMPR) shows no tires replaced or retorqueing of replaced tires.

SUCCESSES
 There were no injuries.
 Minimal damage was done to the engine.

Photo shows lug nut wear on the wheel.

 The Operator maintained control of the
vehicle, stayed calm and made a plan to slow and safely stop the vehicle.
 The Operator handled the towing and started the repair process quickly.

CHALLENGES
 The engine was a District spare engine. Due to a required day off, the Operator only had one day to
familiarize himself with this Engine before the 14-day off-District assignment.
 Conditions on this off-District fire included rough, pothole-filled roads.
 The Operator was unfamiliar with the history of the truck and what maintenance had been previously
performed. The agency-required Fire Equipment Maintenance and Procedure Record (FEMPR) was not
up to date and much of the required information and maintenance history is missing.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
 Operators of vehicles who have had any reason to remove a tire from a vehicle, should follow retorqueing of the wheels as stated in the Owner’s Manual. (See relevant Owner’s Manual information
on next page.)
 All types of service and repairs need to be documented in the FEMPR. This should include the retorqueing of the wheels.
 Spare District engines need to be better maintained and have all repairs and maintenance
documented in the FEMPR for all Operators.
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Page 173 of the 2002 Ford F550 Owner’s Manual:

This RLS was submitted by:
The Accident Review Team
Do you have a Rapid Lesson to share?
Click this Button:
Share
Your Lessons

Check Out the Lessons and from Two Other Similar Engine Wheel/Torque Incidents:
Type 6 Engine Wheel Torque Malfunction RLS
https://www.wildfirelessons.net/viewdocument/enginewheel-torque-rls-2016
While driving their engine down Interstate 40,
the Operator suddenly feels a change in driving characteristics
as one of their passenger-side rear duals suddenly passes them!

Engine 2423 Lessons Learned Review
https://www.wildfirelessons.net/viewdocument/engine2423-wheel-incident-2011
The purpose of this paper is to document the sequence of events
that occurred before and after the incident involving this engine
and identify learning points for future operations.
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